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The Mystery of the Three Hobos: Solved?

By Joe Melchior

For many years, JFK assassination researchers have speculated that several photographs taken in Dealy Plaza shortly after the assassination of President Kennedy reveal three... involved in the shooting of the President. These three men have come to be known over the years as "The Three Hobos."

Questions have been raised about the identity of these gentlemen for close to 29 years. There are several reasons for concern in this matter. First, the three hobos were arrested shortly after the assassination. Second, they were involved in the assassination of President Kennedy, along with Lee Harvey Oswald. Another hobo is thought to be the "Piggle" who was involved in the Day of Reckoning. And last, but certainly not least, they disappeared without a trace after the assassination.

Many researchers, including myself, have speculated on the identity of the 3 hobos. Some photo experts have claimed that one of the hobos is Frank Sturgis, the CIA man who was... claimed at one time that he in fact, was involved in the assassination of President Kennedy. He has since retracted that statement.

The third hobo, who is wearing a hat and carrying a paper sack... to Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt. Many experts claim this third hobo is Hunt.

According to the arrest reports, all three were arrested for vagrancy and robbery immediately after the assassination. But according to the reports, they were arrested for... of robbery. And last, but certainly not least, they disappeared without a trace after the assassination.

The syndicated television show, "A Current Affair," after some diligent detective work, tracked down Harold Doyle in KLAMATH FALLS, Oregon for an interview which aired in February of 1970. Doyle is now... with the railroad yards behind the grassy knoll. They were arrested in a boxcar. From there, they were taken into custody and marched off to the police station.

They were held until Oswald was arrested, at which time a police officer told them, "You're lucky. You just got to set the man who shot President... and promptly released. Doyle swears that neither he nor his comrades had anything to do with the assassination.

Does this solve the mystery of the three hobos? On the surface, one would think so. But like so many aspects of assassination, this revelation presents even more questions. Doyle, the... assassination. Also, according to the arrest reports, all three were arrested for vagrancy and robbery. Robbery of what?

Harold Doyle and Gus Abrams (dead) have been accounted for. Where is John Forrester Gedney? According to the FBI, he is currently residing somewhere in Florida. At the time this article was written, Gedney had not yet been contacted by anybody. And how long and how well did Doyle know his partners?

Finally, I find it... a trace after the assassination. Was there a cover-up or was there something more? Doyle, the question is, "Who are the Three Hobos?"

Those three men who were involved in the assassination of President Kennedy remain a mystery to this day. It is hoped that the truth about their identities will come to light in the future.
All of these suspicions and theories may have to be answered, but many questions remain and they too have to be answered. The questions raised by the 3 photos may now have been answered. In the process of answering these questions must be asked and published. In the process of answering these questions must be asked and published. There may be more to all of this than meets the eye. And even if the truth is the most important aspect, it is only one of the truths. The truth is the process of solving any crime. The process of elimination is the process of solving any crime. The process of solving any crime is only one tool. Once can only come close to the truth with the elimination of process.
Abrams died in Boston some time ago.

Investigation shows that Doyle and Gedocy are still living, but their

According to the arrest reports, all three were arrested for
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UNDESIRABLE
DISCHARGE
FROM THE
ARMED FORCES
OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT
PRIVATE FIRST CLASS LEE HARRIEL CORRAL, JR. 65320
WAS DISCHARGED FROM THE
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
ON THE 15th DAY OF JULY, 1940
AS UNDESIRABLE

M.G. LATTIMORE, FIRST LIEUTENANT, USMC

[Signature]
CONFLICTING EVIDENCE AT THE SCHOOL BOOK DEPOSITORY BUILDING

If Oswald was the assassin in the sixth floor window of the School Book Depository, he would have to have been there some time before the shots were heard. However, the Warren Commission found that there was conflicting evidence on the presence of Oswald before and after the assassination.

BILL SHELLEY:
Shelley was Oswald's supervisor. He has stated before the Warren Commission that he saw Oswald on the second floor by a telephone at 11:40.

CAROLYN ARNOLD:
Arnold was an executive secretary in the building. She said that she saw Oswald in the lunch room at 12:15. She said he was eating lunch by himself.

If the assassination occurred at 12:30, why was Oswald eating his lunch on the second floor of the building at 12:15? He would have been at the building for at least 20 minutes before the shots were heard.

Baker said that he heard the first shot and saw pigeons fly off the top of the building. It was at this point that he rode his motorcycle to the steps of the School Book Depository Building and ran up the front steps. Ninety seconds later, he ran into Oswald in the lunch room drinking a coke. Baker asked if he worked here. Oswald's supervisor explained to the police officer that Oswald worked in the building and was ok. Baker stated that the two elevator cars stuck on the fifth floor would have prevented him from entering the sixth floor. He went to the lunch room to check on the elevator cars.

PATRICK MARION BAKER: Baker was a supervisor in the building. Upon hearing the shots, he entered the building and found an executive secretary who was eating lunch on the second floor.

The question concerning this incident is unanswered: Why was Oswald eating lunch at 12:15 when the shots were heard at 12:30? Was Oswald eating lunch on the second floor of the building at 12:15? How could he have been there just before the shots were heard? It was at this point that Baker entered the building and found Oswald eating lunch on the second floor.

If the assassination occurred at 12:30, why was Oswald eating lunch on the second floor of the building at 12:15? Was Oswald eating lunch on the second floor of the building at 12:15? How could he have been there just before the shots were heard? It was at this point that Baker entered the building and found Oswald eating lunch on the second floor.

Baker stated that the two elevator cars stuck on the fifth floor would have prevented him from entering the sixth floor. He went to the lunch room to check on the elevator cars. The elevator cars were stuck on the fifth floor, so Baker started running up the back stairs. In a reenactment during the Warren Commission, it only took Baker fifteen seconds to enter the building.
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During the evening of November 22nd, Ruby went to the Dallas Police Station with sandwiches he had prepared for police officials. He was informed by Detective Simmons that they didn't need the sandwiches so Ruby stayed around to witness a press conference given by District Attorney Henry Wade. The Wade press conference was video taped by newsman and was put on the air on the national networks. Wade made a remark that Oswald had been a member of a Free Cuba Committee. Wade didn't quote the name of the organization right and Ruby, who was standing in the back of the room, remarked: "It's the Fair Play For Cuba Committee."

If Ruby didn't know anything about Oswald as he claimed, how is it that he had inside knowledge about the Fair Play For Cuba Committee Oswald had started in New Orleans? An employee of Ruby's by the name of Wally Weston talked privately with Ruby on visits with him during the time that he was held by the state of Texas. Weston states that Ruby told him during one of these visits: "They are going to find out about New Orleans."

A majority of witnesses on the west side of Dealey Plaza said shots came from the Grassy Knoll.

Several witnesses and film seem to confirm that more than one man was on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository at the time of the shooting.

DID YOU KNOW:

- Director J. Edgar Hoover had complete knowledge of Lee Harvey Oswald less than two hours after the assassination, a time when the Dallas police were still uncertain of the identity of their suspect.
- Several witnesses said, and two films seem to confirm, that more than one man was on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository at the time of the shooting.
- Lee Harvey Oswald possessed a tiny "spy" camera bearing a serial number not available to the general public.
- Since 1963, certain federal agencies have suppressed, destroyed and falsified evidence—and intimidated witnesses—in making the case for a lone assassin.

DID YOU KNOW:

- Some photographic experts in other countries have said that the features of Oswald and his weapons are clever fakes.
- Ruby was once an informant for the Bureau—Texas authorities reported his name for the FBI, and much evidence suggests that Lee Harvey Oswald also worked for the DEA.
- Several witnesses, including policemen, encountered men with Secret Service identification in Dealey Plaza before and after the assassination, yet officially there were no agents in the vicinity.

DID YOU KNOW:

- They are going to find out about New Orleans.

Visit the JFK Assassination Information Center to learn more about Jack Ruby and the JFK assassination.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COURT</th>
<th>N/C BOND AP</th>
<th>RELEASED BY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/26/1963</td>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INVESTIGATION**

- **LOCATION:**
- **DATE:** 12/26/1963
- **TIME:** 12:00
- **N/C BOND AP:**
- **RELEASED BY:**

---

**Notes:**
- Gravesite photos by researcher Harry Yardum.
- Check all items which apply.
SHOOTING THE PRESIDENT WAS NOT A FEDERAL OFFENSE IN THE STATE OF TEXAS IN 1963.

EDITOR'S NOTE: THERE HAVE BEEN REMARKS MADE ABOUT MEMBERS OF THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY IN MY OPINION, THESE ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR SUSPICION OR RESEARCH. WE SHOULD NOT CRITICIZE WHAT WE DO NOT UNDERSTAND.

THANK YOU.

BOB
The most complete and informative exhibit on the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

Theater, exhibits, tours, books, government documents, artifacts, films, video tapes, archives.

Call 214-471-2770

Correspondence Information Center
603 Manager Ave., Box 40
Dallas, TX 75202

Three blocks north of Dealey Plaza in the historic West End.

READ THE BOOK 'CROSSFIRE FOR MORE INFORMATION

Eugene Hale Braden, alias Jim Braden, was a mafia operative who knew David Ferrie. He was arrested in the lobby of the 501 Elm Street Building. A copy of his statement is below.

Jim Braden

Addres...
I was honking down Elm Street trying to get a cab and there wasn't any. I heard people talking saying, "My God, the President has been shot." Police cars were passing me coming down toward the triple underpass and I walked up among many other people and this building was surrounded by police officers with guns and we were all watching them. I moved on up to the building across the street from the building that was surrounded and I asked one of the girls if there was a telephone that I could use and she said "Yes, there is one on the third floor of the building where I work." I walked through a patinae to the elevator. They were all getting on (freight elevator) and I got off on the third floor with all the other people and there was a lady using the pay telephone and I asked her if I could use it. When she hung up and she said it was out of order and I tried to use it but with no success. I asked her how I could get out of this building and she said that there is an exit right there and then she said wait a minute here is the elevator now. I got on the elevator and returned to the ground floor and I was supposed to let you up and he ran outside to an officer and said to the officer that he had just taken me up and down in the... elevator and the officer said for me to identify myself and I presented his with a credit card and he said we have to check everything and took me to his superior and said for me to wait and we will check it out. I was then taken to the Sheriff's office and interrogated.
Two Navy medical technicians who were present at the 1963 autopsy of President John F. Kennedy have stated that photographs and X-rays released by the government to support its "lone assassin" theory are "phony." At a news conference in Washington last Thursday, which was little noticed by major news media, Jerrol Custer, who took the X-rays of President Kennedy on the night of November 22, 1963, said the X-rays now shown to the public

"are not right. All the parts of his head were correct but there was no gunshot wound."

The description was confirmed by Riebe, who said, "There is no evidence of a hole in the back of his head, no indication that the X-rays were not the X-rays we took." Every person in Dallas who saw Kennedy's head wound stated there was a large hole in the back of his head. The doctors, in their statements, expressed the possibility of alteration of the president's wounds while the body was in the custody of federal officials.

"The doctors, in their statements, expressed the possibility of alteration of the president's wounds while the body was in the custody of federal officials."

The doctors' statements as presented by George D. Landecker, editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association, skirted the main issue which is the description of Kennedy's wounds as seen by Dallas medical authorities and the autopsy doctors are Kennedy's wounds as seen by Dallas medical authorities and the autopsy doctors are
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Every person in Dallas who saw Kennedy's head wound stated there was a large hole in the back of his head. The doctors, in their statements, expressed the possibility of alteration of the president's wounds while the body was in the custody of federal officials.
also were at the autopsy was passed over lightly.

The AMA and autopsy doctors were given nationwide media play while the rebuttal by men who

What many assassination researchers cannot understand is why the pronouncements of

Kennedy.

discounted the idea that Connally was struck by the first bullet which had passed through
shots during the assassination. Both Kennedy and the Prairie Premier, Dr. Robert Shaw, have
both Kennedy and Connally the basis of the government's theory that one man fired all the
have gone through him in their Texas car. John Connally. The notion that he was hit with a
Indeed a bullet slug was removed from Kennedy's body. Then it obviously could not

of his back.

Custer said that the lead Kennedy's body io place X-ray film under it a bullet fell out
from the president's body during the autopsy.

found at JFK's autopsy. At least two separate government reports mention a "missile" removed

in the assassination. Clearly, there were other things going on.
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Sgt. D.V. Harkness
Patrolman J.W. Foster
Bobby Hargis
Deputy Sheriff Al Maddox
Roy Vaughn
Jim Levelle
Henry Wade
Wayne & Edna Hartman
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Newman
Beverly Oliver
Malcolm Summers
Charles Brehm
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as much controversy before their release then Oliver Stone's new movie, 'JFK.' Like Stone's other films, 'JFK' is entertainment, not documentary or history. It's conspiratorial tone, however, has irked a few lawyers and journalists, whose reputations were made and are still threatened by this case.

The film is significant for calling attention to the assassination of JFK, a black hole in American history, and for using the medium to reach and influence a new generation who weren't even born in November, 1963. While the debate rages over whether President Kennedy was killed by one man alone or by a sinister conspiracy, much of the truth lies locked away in the National Archives in Washington D.C.

Stone's movie may inspire some people to call for an official investigation. That, however, has already been done, and done over, by the Dallas Police, the FBI, the USMC, the Warren Commission, the New Orleans District Attorney's office, the Schlesinger-Hart subcommittee of the Senate's Church Intelligence Committee, and the House Select Committee on Assassinations. It was this last congressional committee which compiled many important documents from 1977-1979. The ISCAs issued a series of publications, its final report concluding, there is evidence of conspiracy. The committee then disbanded, leaving to most significant evidence locked in the National Archives. Because these documents are classified as "congressional documents," they are subject to House Rule 436, which stipulated that they cannot be released to the public for 50 years. They are scheduled to be released in the year 2029.

But we won't wait until 2029. We want the truth in our lifetime, not in 2029. Former chief counsel of the HSCA, G. Robert Blakey, said, "I'll rest on the judgment of historians in 2029. But we won't. We want the truth in our lifetime now."
Lee Oswald notices Jack Ruby in crowd.

Robert F. Kennedy: "There is always a tendency in government to confuse secrecy with security. Disclosure may be uncomfortable, but it is not the purpose of democracy to ensure the comfort of its leaders."
The Strange Case of Jack Lawrence

Who was Jack Lawrence? To this day, very few know the answer to that question. And those that do aren't talking. But he may have played a key role in the assassination of John Kennedy. Jack Alan Carroll Lawrence was born in Tennessee and came from a large family. He joined the Air Force in 1955 and served as an expert marksman. After his discharge, he roamed the country finding work anywhere he could get it.

Lawrence's actions before, during, and after the assassination lead one to believe that he played a major role. Lawrence checked into the Dallas YMCA on October 6, 1963, three days after Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested. The real Oswald was 5'9" tall. Bogard died in 1966, from an apparent 'suicide.'

Lawrence, on the night before the assassination, asked to borrow a "demo" off the lot for what he referred to as a "hot date." The next morning, after showing up for a sales meeting, Lawrence left the dealership because, he was not feeling well. He took the car with him. The disappointed employee at the dealership chased Lawrence after the demonstration car, shouting "you can't take our car." The next morning, "what should I do?" He took the car with him. The employee told the police about the suspicious car.

Lawrence left his job at the dealership, and the police then went there. They drove the car out of the lot, and the employee showed the police the tire marks.

Several revelations have been discovered by researchers over the past few years on Jack Lawrence. The references that Lawrence gave on his employment application to the car dealership proved to be totally false. He obtained employment at the dealership one month before the assassination, and he disappeared the day after. Beverly Oliver, the famed "Babushka Lady" claimed to have seen Lawrence in Jack Ruby's Carousel Club before the assassination, possibly at the same time she claimed to have seen Jack Ruby.

Lawrence may have been caught on film in Dealy Plaza that day. In the Moorman photograph, three men can be seen standing by the grassy knoll. The man to the right of the man on the right is Jack Lawrence. Lawrence was last seen by a car dealership employee in Dallas, Texas. He was last seen driving a car.

There are many unanswered questions surrounding Jack Lawrence. Why did he lie about his references? Why did he leave Dallas immediately after the assassination? Is there any connection between Lawrence and the Kennedys? These questions remain unanswered, and the mystery continues. The whereabouts of Jack Lawrence, to this day, are unknown.

SOURCE: THE THIRD DECADE JULY, 1991 Author: Sheldon Inkol
HOW MANY BULLETS WERE THERE?

(below)

Shows where bullet fragment cracked limousine's windshield.

The "Pristine Bullet" that Warren Commission said caused wounds to both Kennedy & Connally.
The remarkable path of the pristine bullet, according to the Warren Commission. What do you think?
WHO KILLED JFK?